Assignment Design Charrette
Overview & Instruction Handouts
Overview of Recommended Structure & Timing
 Timing: 2.5 Hours
 Structural focus: Review 3 assignments per table
 If more time available: add time to Step 1 and Steps 3 & 4
 If less time available: reduce # of assignments per table in Step 2
Recommended Outline:
Welcome/Introductions, Whole Group – 5min
Overview of the Charrette Purpose and Process, Whole Group– 15min
Step 1 – Individual Reading of the Assignments – 20 min. See prompts
Step 2 – Assignment Sharing & Feedback @ tables – 90 min. See prompts
3 rounds of 25 min ea. + break.
Round A
Presenter explains assignment without interruptions – 5min
Listeners ask questions and offer feedback – 15 min
Listeners offer written feedback to give to the presenter – 5min
Break – 15 min
Round B
Presenter explains assignment without interruptions – 5min
Listeners ask questions and offer feedback – 15 min
Listeners written feedback to give to the presenter – 5 min
Round C
Presenter explains assignment without interruptions – 5min
Listeners ask questions and offer feedback – 15 min
Listeners offer written feedback to give to the presenter – 5 min
Step 3 - Individual Reflection – 10min. See prompts
Step 4. Whole Group Wrap up – 10 min.
Ask a few participants to share a revision they are considering as a result of the process.
Consider what was learned, next steps.

Assignment Design Charrette
Prompts for Individual & Group Work
Step 1 Individual Reading (20 min):
Please spend the next 20 minutes reviewing the finalized rubrics and carefully reading the assignments
prepared by other faculty at your table. Please use the questions below to guide your individual reading
of the assignment and its relationship to our shared learning goals. (Later, in Step 2, you will hear your
colleagues describe their assignment in their own words; but it will be helpful to get a sense of the
assignment before that.)
a) What are the strengths of the assignment? What do you like most about it?
b) Do you have questions about the assignment? What do you need to know more about?
c) What Core Competency does this assignment address? What Communication Ability? Looking
at the rubrics, what dimensions of the Competency (and Ability) does the assignment clearly
address? What aspects of the Competency/Ability pair will students be able to demonstrate?
d) Is there a Competency or Ability dimension that gets overlooked or needs more attention?
What is it? What could be done to strengthen the assignment in this regard?
e) How does the assignment support students in articulating and reflecting upon their learning?
Do you have any suggestions in this regard?
The attached NOTES page provides space for you to take notes on each assignment.

Step 2: Assignment Sharing and Feedback– 3 rounds of 25 min. each.
Each person/team at your table will now have an opportunity to share their assignment and receive
suggestions and feedback from the group. In order for everyone to have an opportunity to give and
receive feedback, we will use a timed charrette process. There will be three rounds of the charrette. If
you brought an assignment to share, you will be a “presenter” for one round and a “listener” for the
other two rounds. If you do not have an assignment, you will be a “listener” for all three rounds.
Each round will be twenty-five minutes, organized in this way:

Presenter Explains (5 min): Please introduce the assignment & provide background information.
Begin by explaining the purpose of the assignment & addressing these questions:
a) How does this assignment fit into the course?
b) How did you seek to address your chosen Competency/Ability?
c) At what level (Novice, Developing, Competent, Proficient)?
Once you’ve briefly described the assignments and its connection to the Core Competencies, address
one or more of these questions as time allows:
d) In your experience, what do students learn from doing the assignment?
e) What pedagogical supports and “scaffolding” do students need to succeed on this
assignment? How does this assignment prepare students to perform at the next level? In the
next course?
f) Are there aspects of the assignment that you would especially like feedback about? Things
you suspect might be strengthened and would like to discuss with colleagues?
Listener: Please do not interrupt the presenter while they are speaking. Allow your colleague to have
the full 5 minutes to talk. Take notes as needed.

Listeners Ask (15 min): Please respond to what you heard and what you read, taking turns asking
questions, sharing thoughts, feedback, etc. The purpose of this discussion is to help your colleague
strengthen their assignment and its alignment with the relevant Competency and Ability; please be
constructive and collegial. Also, please mind the time and help each listener to contribute.
Use your reading notes, the assignment presentation and these questions to guide your feedback:
a) How does the assignment address its Core Competency and Communication Ability? What
are its strengths in this regard? How could it be refined to he build student learning in these
areas?
b) What dimensions of the Competency/Ability combination does the assignment most
productively address? What needs more attention? What suggestions do you have?
c) Are the expectations of the assignment appropriate, given students’ preparation? Does the
assignment prepare students to perform at the next level? In the next course?

Listeners Write (5 min): Based on the discussion, please use a copy of the attached Feedback Form to
give presenter written feedback and suggestions.
Presenter: Please use this time to write down some notes about your assignment, based on what you
just heard.

Step 3: Individual Reflection (10 min)
After you’ve completed your written feedback on the final assignment shared in your group, please take
the next 10 minutes to make some notes to yourself, using the following questions as a guide.
A) Revising Your Assignment (5 min). Please quickly review the written feedback you received from
your colleagues, and identify two or three concrete changes you will make to strengthen the
assignment, and in particular, its connection to the Core Competencies/Abilities.

B) Transferrable Learning (5 min): What was the most interesting thing you learned from this process?
What insights did you get into our Competencies and Abilities? Into pedagogy and practice at
LaGuardia? How might you use these insights, moving forward?

